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Title: The Ethics Behind Fracking and Its Impact on World Oil Production and Reserves 

Problem Statement: Discuss the positive and negative ethical facets of fracking affecting world oil 

production and reserves.  

Response: A popular belief shared in the twenty-first century is that society runs on fossil fuels. Across 

every major country in the world, a person will discover the presence of coal, oil, and natural gas powering 

factories and supplying electricity to each nation’s respective citizens. These fossil fuels made their debut 

in the late nineteenth century and have later assumed a pivotal role in shaping the technology and 

advancements people have today.  It is presumably natural then for individuals and companies to want to 

enhance the production of fossil fuels, with hydraulic fracturing being a major contributor to this process. 

Hydraulic fracturing is a powerful method that involves injecting high pressured liquids into the Earth to 

retrieve unconventional sources of fossil fuels for consumption. The ideology and process behind 

fracturing yields many ethical questions: does the pursuit of additional economic gain through higher 

fossil fuel consumption outweigh the environmental risks and safety hazards posed by fracking? Are 

people jeopardizing future oil production and reserves by placing a larger emphasis on fracking and its 

immediate gains now? 

This essay will classify good ethics as actions and intentions that propels overall society further at the 

minimal expense of the people. Meanwhile, bad ethics will be defined as prioritizing the well-being and 

prosperity of the few over the many.  

According to John Manfreda, some of the first companies to utilize fracking in their business noticed a 

twelve hundred percent boost in oil production within a week’s time from certain wells across the U.S (1). 

Since then, fracking became a widespread method for oil and natural gas production and has greatly 

increased profits in that field. This boost has caused the U.S in recent years to become one of the global 

frontrunners of oil production, only falling behind countries such as Saudi Arabia and Russia. Matt Egan 

wrote an article that illustrated how in 2016, there were about two hundred eighty thousand more 

fracking wells pumping about 4.2 million barrels of oil every day compared to the year 2000 (2). This 

statistic helps explain the falling price of oil, since reaching its peak in price in 2014, as companies began 

finding themselves with a surplus stock of oil that needed to be sold. Consumers of oil were fairly pleased 

by the abundancy of this cheap oil, which pushed the United States to consuming more than nineteen 

million barrels of oil every day, accounting for slightly over twenty percent of the world’s total daily oil 

consumption (3). Some could then assert that the United States economy wouldn’t be where it is today 

without utilizing fracking to exploit the untapped regions of oil and natural gas in the Earth.  

Proponents of fracking are typically large companies involved in the oil and natural gas industry as fracking 

is a very lucrative endeavor. Opponents to fracking generally consist of ordinary citizens or organizations 

that are heavily concerned about the environment and public health. Research has revealed that fracking 



has been tied to cases involving water, air, and land pollution and even human health risks through the 

exposure of toxic chemicals. Joe Hoffman reports that in one such situation, hydrofracking  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

caused pollutants to enter the groundwater of residents living in Pavillion, Wyoming, causing the 

environmental agency to step in and have the oil companies compensate the residents (4). Hoffman also 

highlights the findings he discovered in a 2011 article that out of a list of six hundred thirty-two chemicals 

associated with drilling and fracking, about seventy-five percent of the chemicals could affect various 

sensory organs, forty to fifty percent affect the brain and nervous system, and twenty-five percent are 

possible carcinogens. Health risk is increased the closer someone lives to on-site fracturing, but it’s hard 

to determine how prevalent the danger is as symptoms begin generally showing long-term versus short-

term. Fracking is therefore considered unfavorable by some due to its possible detrimental effects on the 

environment and people alike.  

Regardless of how fracking is currently perceived, many individuals question whether utilizing the natural 

resources people have now will ultimately be detrimental to society’s progress in the future. Fossil fuels 

are a non-renewable energy source, meaning it’s a resource that won’t be replenished, not for a million 

years at least. By exhausting the current supply of fossil fuels now, people are concerned with how future 

generations will maintain a high energy consumption society down the road. This is one of the reasons 

why it’s hard for people and organizations to switch to renewable energy sources because much of 

technology and society today is heavily dependent on the energy and accessibility fossil fuels provide (6). 

The prevailing belief is that with the gradual decrease in the availability of fossil fuels over the years, 

alongside it’s steady increase in price, people will become more inclined to make the shift to renewable 

energy. Current data shows that fossil fuels are projected to be depleted as early as forty years from now 

if fossil fuel production rate doesn’t change tremendously (5). Fracking could therefore become a thing of 

the past if no suitable and timely changes are made in today’s society.  

 

 

Figure 1 – The expected duration of fossil fuels (5). 
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